
articulators nodes

Connect the passages
on upper floors 

Pedestrianization of the
Kr 9 and the streets 
10th,11th 
and 12th

PROJECT STRATEGIES

To renovate the center through a 
mobility system that makes use of the 
upper floors to recover unused space 
and generate public space within the 
block.

productive facades
connected to the dynamic
surfaces

To duplicate the public space by 
creating a new surface to change both 
visual and spatial relationship between 
the pedestrian and the productive  
downtown facades.

Activate the 
traditional passages 
of the Bogota
downtown

To guide pedestrians to the passages 
according to reactivate the importance
of commercial life

To organize center flows in order to 
enable the commercial passages as 
urban articulators in the public space. 
Rethinking hierarchies for pedestrian 
mobility.

Rivas

Mercedes Gomez

Hernández

Plaza de Bolivar

Parque de 
los periodistas

Mercedes Gómez passage

The study area includes some foundational city blocks that 
currently have a mainly commercial use, but are valuable 
for the collective memory blocks since they are classified 
as areas of architectural conservation.

MAIN GOAL
Connecting the commercial passages Hernandez Rivas and 
Mercedes Gómez through a system of dynamic surfaces 
that enhance trade relations at different levels and 
strengthens the continuity of public space increasing it and 
making it an efficient channel of transition between flows 
and activities.

 

 Rivas passage
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The intention of the project is to use the commercial 
passages as attractions of activity and generate 
pedestrian networks at first and second floor to connect 
mass transit services with points of interest. According to 
this it is possible to generate a positive change in mobility 
hierarchies giving greater importance to the pedestrian.

The work area is now a tourist and commercial 
convergence and reconfiguration of this space would 
have a positive impact on the whole downtown.

EXPERIMENTAL
PERIMETER

SITE PLAN
SCALE 1/1000

 Rivas Passage

 New Passage 
Proposed

DYNAMIC SURFACES

The location of the project is the city of Bogotá capital of Colombia and one of most 
densely populated cities in South America, with approximately 8 million 
inhabitants.The specific intervention area is the HISTORICAL DOWNTOWN OF 
BOGOTA because of its multiple spatial qualities, and its urban and economical 
importance for the city.

This urban intervention project seeks to rescue and relive the commercial passages 
as urban articulators and as privileged spaces in the city to serve the passerby, this 
by taking advantage of the pre-existence of some of the first passages like Rivas 
and Hernandez and the occurrence of this typology throughout the area.

It is proposed to create a unifying system that makes use of new passages, 
pedestrian streets, multiplication of public space in elevation by bridges, walkways 
and small scale squares, in order to link more than twenty commercial passages 
that are currently at the historical downtown of Bogota.

Stroll of the passages: unifying and articulator system 
of commercial passages in downtown Bogota, 
Colombia.  

SOUTH AMERICA - COLOMBIA COLOMBIA - BOGOTÁ BOGOTÁ - HISTORICAL DOWNTOWN

The elements that are used as articulating 
axes of the project are: the commercial 
passages of this area. These kinds of spaces 
are the heirs of a Parisian tradition and are the 
witnesses of the progress of trade and 
economy, which began in the second half of 
the nineteenth century in Bogota.

As typology, the passage portrays the 
dynamics of the street with the particularity of 
the immersion at the intimate space in a block. 
This raises a deep interest in both the 
pedestrian who wanders off guard by the 
center, and buyers. Based on these qualities, 
the project must promote the recovery and 
creation of new systems of mobility and public 
space, where the pedestrian has direct contact 
with the center of the city and interact with it 
more efficiently.

THE COMMERCIAL PASSAGES 

Graphic Representation 
Current commercial passages

squares and parks

links of interest

indirect connections 
between passages
historical passages

project area
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The project not only creates new public spaces with 
squares in their access but also potentiates the 
existing through connections and generating new 
dynamics framed within specific spatial qualities.

create a public space that sectorizes the circulation 
and stay areas by managing of a continuous 
surface with some conductive lines.

Reconnecting the commercial passages through a 
elevate pedestrian circulation system creates new 
points of observation of the downtown

this sector is chosen because it has the largest 
number of close passages of historical significance 
and has specific conditions that allow testing the 
system

The use of the spaces, which are currently parking 
lots allows the construction of new shopping 
arcades that connect to the system and create new 
accesses and public space. 

It is a place that has buildings of historical and 
cultural interest those would be benefited from the 
reorganization of public space and mobility.

The chosen sector presents a scenario with multiple 
pedestrian streets can be connected both at the 
pedestrian and through the proposed infrastructure.

CONVENT OF THE
CONCEPTION

Hernández Passage

Massive Transport 
System StationT

 Rivas Passage

Pasaje Mercedes
Gómez Passage

 New Passage 
Proposed

Reconnection proposed by the 
system focuses on bringing  
fluently and eliminate items that 
do not allow a pleasant urban 
experience for pedestrians (cars 
and masses conglomeration for 
the invasion of the public space).

Open the block and generate 
small scale square where local 
facilities are established and a 
transitional space is generated 
between the two levels of system 
always using the ramp as a 
connector element

The passage as transition space 
that links public and private, 
allowing permeability of the 
block and connection with other 
urban reference points. 

The intervention creates virtual 
boundaries where the street is 
broken down into strips where the 
private space within the premises 
respond to activity functioning as a 
channel mobility and interactions.

the pre-existence of unused 
upper floors is transformed into 
sources of interaction and 
productivity, this is an excuse to 
generate alternate routes 

VEHICLE - PEDESTRIAN VERTICAL MOVEMENT PUBLIC - PRIVATE THROUGH 
THE PASSAGE

MOBILITY SYSTEM - ENVIRONMENT PRODUCTIVE FACADES 
PRECAST CONCRETE 
CONDUIT

COVER TEMPERED GLASS 
(5 MM) SLOPE AT THE DUCT

EXISTING FACADE

PARAPET IN LAMINATED 
GLASS (5 MM)

STAINLESS STEEL PLANKING 

SYNTHETIC WOOD BOARD 
(60% CELLULOSIC FIBERS 
40% POLYMER)

PREFABRICATED CONCRETE 
BASE

STEEL GIRDERS. IPE 220
SUPERBOARD ROOF + LAYER 
LOW DENSITY POLYETHYLENE
STEEL LATTICEWORK COLUMN
REINFORCED CONCRETE PILLAR

 

CONCRETE AND ASPHALT 
WATERPROOFING MANTLE

STEEL BEAM PROFILE

TILT WATERPROOF 
CEMENT 

SUPPORT STEEL PLATE 
THICKNESS 4MM

Areas of interest include 
bridges that by modifying the 
proportion of urban parapet 
generating windows which 
allow framing downtown 
everyday life scenarios  and 
make evident the distant 
environment. 2

Points of contemplation that are 
generated in the branches as 
prospects that are not possible to 
have from the street view are 
created.

1

Spaces where cultural events 
occur as art exhibitions in public 
spaces which transform the 
traditional route to an active 
journey

3

THE PROJECT
The system of galleries and bridges is proposed as a way to 
take advantage of the continuities between the facades of some 
buildings in the center and at the same time creates a limit 
insinuated on the first floor which demarcates a circulation that 
protects the pedestrian of the environment, creating flows that 
benefit mobility and value the commercial fronts and public 
space.

The system of galleries and bridges is proposed as a way to take 
advantage of the continuities between the facades of some buildings in 
the center and at the same time creates a limit insinuated on the first 
floor which demarcates a circulation that protects the pedestrian of the 
environment, creating flows that benefit mobility and value the 
commercial fronts and public space.

THE STRUCTURAL MODULE RELEVANCE OF THE PROJECT

A NEW EXPERIENCE
FOR PEDESTRIANS
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